Motor nerve inexcitability in Guillain-Barré syndrome. The spectrum of distal conduction block and axonal degeneration.
We studied 34 patients with the Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) to clarify the clinical significance of inexcitable motor nerves and of low amplitude compound muscle action potentials (CMAPs). The patients were subdivided into two groups. Group 1 included eight patients who had electrically inexcitable motor nerves within 2 wks of the first symptom. (Two patients without extensive conduction studies had only one inexcitable motor nerve.) The outcome in this group at 1 yr varied from complete recovery (five patients) to severe motor sequelae (three patients). Group 2 included 26 patients who had two electrophysiological assessments, and in whom the serial changes in CMAP amplitudes were analysed and correlated to outcome. Fourteen of these 26 sets of serial studies were performed within 1 mth. Twelve of 26 patients in Group 2 showed decrease in the amplitude of CMAPs between serial studies; only six of these had a good outcome at 1 yr. Nine of 26 patients showed increase in CMAP amplitude between serial studies, of these eight had a good clinical outcome. Low-amplitude CMAPs or inexcitable motor nerves in the initial stages of GBS are due to distal pathology of the motor axons, either distal conduction block or axonal degeneration. The nature of these changes cannot be predicted by the results of the initial electrophysiological evaluation, including the presence or absence of active denervation. However, improvement of CMAP amplitude on sequential studies suggests a good outcome at 1 yr. We believe that, in the absence of a biological marker for GBS, individualization of an 'axonal variant' of the syndrome is not warranted at the present time.